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\begin{abstract}
Many industries rely heavily on the availability and reliability of complex structural and functional components to execute operations efficiently. However, failure of components during service occurs due to exposure to unfavourable operating conditions, causing wear and tear of these components. The damage will result in costly downtime and potential safety hazards. Repairing, remanufacturing and refurbishing these complex parts is critical. Restoring broken structures into operation ensures the smooth operation of the industry, thus preventing losses. Conventionally, repairing parts poses a challenge. However, Wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM), which employs the welding principle, has revolutionised component repairing or remanufacturing. This paper reviews the literature on manufacturing complex parts, repair, remanufacture and refurbishment of broken structural and functional parts using WAAM technology. This paper also highlights the various strategies and techniques currently used to improve the quality of WAAM 3D printed parts. The study further covers the immense potential of WAAM in revolutionising the remanufacturing and repair of components. The review study has provided a roadmap for future research and development to take full advantage of this new cutting-edge manufacturing technology.
\end{abstract}
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1. Introduction

Additive Manufacturing (AM) has become popular as a future manufacturing tool. This method allows the manufacture or repair of components through layer-by-layer deposition (Onuike & Bandyopadhyay, 2019; Wilson et al., 2014; Yusuf et al., 2019). The technique poses numerous advantages compared to conventional manufacturing techniques (Lee et al., 2022; A. Singh et al., 2020). AM provides great potential in reducing production time, cost and material wastage (Balashanmugam, 2021; Krishna et al., 2021; M. Srivastava & Rathee, 2022). Conventional manufacturing techniques are often subtractive, thus resulting in high production costs and material waste (Gibson et al., 2015a; Ivanova et al., 2013). AM potentially reduces carbon footprint by optimising design and reducing cost and material waste (Elgazzar & Abdelghany, 2022; S. R. Singh & Khanna, 2021; Wandtke et al., 2023; Wilson et al., 2014). The potential of AM is growing steadily and is accepted to take centre stage in the industry for different applications, hence shaping the future of the manufacturing industry (Gornet, 2017; Mhapsesar et al., 2018). AM has a wide application in aerospace, construction, manufacturing, automotive, biomedical, oil and gas industries due to its versatility, efficiency, and ability to create complex geometries that traditional manufacturing processes cannot achieve (Behera, 2020; Ford, 2016; Najmon et al., 2019; Yusuf et al., 2019). This technique started over the last 30 years (Bourell, 2016; Yang & Luo, 2019). Studies show that AM improves sustainable manufacturing through efficient resource utilisation and closed-loop material flows (Rodriguez et al., 2018), thus enhancing production through product and process redesign (Ford, 2016). Redesigning and reducing material waste reduces lead time and production costs during AM (Frazier, 2014; Wandke et al., 2023).
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The four basic categories of metallic AM processes are powder bed fusion (PBF), sheet lamination, binder jetting, and directed energy deposition (DED) (Dinovitzer et al., 2019; Friel, 2015). The basis of classifications is through factors such as application, material type, and intended output (Dass & Moridi, 2019). The brief discussion of these processes is as follows:

- **PBF** uses a bed of fine metallic powders to create 3D objects. The process involves selectively melting or sintering the powder particles together, layer by layer, based on a digital model. A laser or electron beam typically fuses the powder particles, solidifying each cross-section until the entire object formation occurs (Zhang & Liou, 2021).

- **PBF, sheet lamination method** uses thin sheets or layers of material such as paper, plastic, metal foils, or wood. Each layer is cut or moulded according to the pattern before being piled on top of one another and bonded under heat, pressure, or adhesives (Friel, 2015).

- **Binder jetting** involves carefully injecting a liquid binder over a bed of powdered material, often metal or sand. Layer by layer, the binder bonds the powder particles by fusing at high temperatures to obtain its final solid shape. Binder jetting is a prototyping technique that produces metal components. This production process is popular in the industry due to its speed, cost-effectiveness, and ability to generate complicated shapes (Salmi, 2021).

- **DED** offers a greater production efficiency than the previously described AM technologies. DED can produce components faster and is well-suited for repairing existing parts by adding a material to specified regions, ultimately reducing downtime during maintenance. This process has received attention for various applications (Ahn, 2021; Babu et al., 2015; Najmon et al., 2019). DED uses a concentrated heat energy source such as an electron beam (Negi, Nambolan, et al., 2020; Sames et al., 2016; A. Singh et al., 2020; Svetlizky et al., 2021), plasma arc (Alberti et al., 2016; Artaza et al., 2020; Dass & Moridi, 2019; Ivántabernero et al., 2018), laser (Ding et al., 2015; Lorenz et al., 2020; Rumman et al., 2019; Yoo et al., 2023), and electric arc (F. Li et al., 2017; Rosli et al., 2021; Sames et al., 2016; A. Singh et al., 2020; Svetlizky et al., 2021) to melt metallic feedstock and deposit it onto a substrate to build a component (Ahn, 2021). **Fig. 1** summarises the DED processes.

![Fig. 1. DED, AM processes (Dass & Moridi, 2019).](image1)

2. **WAAM Deposition process**

2.1. **Introduction to WAAM**

Wire-Arc additive Manufacturing (WAAM), also called 3D printing, is a modern manufacturing method. This method builds parts layer-by-layer using the 3D model designed using computer-aided controller software (Tanvir et al., 2020; Yuan, Ding et al., 2020). WAAM development through standard, off-the-shelf welding equipment such as welding power source, torch and wire feeding systems, as shown in **Fig. 6**.

![Fig. 2. WAAM parts and operation (Ren et al., 2020).](image2)
Motion is aided either by robotic systems or computer numerically controlled gantries, as in Fig. 3 (J. Ding et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2020). The physical object is produced directly from the CAD model (Williams et al., 2015). WAAM has gained attention recently due to its ability to reduce lead time and production costs compared to conventional methods, such as casting (Ren et al., 2020; Taşdemir & Nohut, 2020), welding (Gary S. Schajer, 2013; Veiga et al., 2023) and machining (Veiga et al., 2023). This technique has higher deposition rate (3-8 kg/h), cheap material utilization, and structural quality compared to PBF systems (Le et al., 2021). Thus, this method finds a wide application and is recommended for industrial manufacturing and component repair (Li et al., 2017). WAAM can remanufacture end-use parts in aerospace, automotive, petrochemical, power plants, defence, and construction industries (Singh & Khanna, 2021; Wu et al., 2018). These wide applications are due to the capability of this technique to repair components using a range of materials such as titanium alloys, nickel alloys, steel, aluminium alloys, shape memory alloys, and refractory metals (Raut & Taiwade, 2021). WAAM capability reduces production cycle time, mean time to repair and downtime (Dias et al., 2022). This process has a low capital cost, thus providing a solution for industrial production and small shops for manufacturing and repair (Attaran, 2017; Reisgen et al., 2020). Moreover, metal wires are cheaper, readily available, and safer to handle, keeping the capital and operational costs low (Cunningham et al., 2017; Yehorov et al., 2019).

Compared to conventional methods such as casting and machining play a role in manufacturing structural and functional components with complex geometry (Hawaldar & Zhang, 2018; Karpagaraj et al., 2020; Mhapsekar et al., 2018). These production techniques are time-consuming and costly (Cunningham et al., 2017). The product quality depends on the experience of the engineers and designers (Attaran, 2017; Cagan & Buldum, 2021; Hawaldar & Zhang, 2018; Meiners et al., 2020). Production time and costs negatively affect the effectiveness of repairing broken parts. These factors cause heavy losses due to downtime of machine parts failure (Attaran, 2017). Therefore, WAAM has become a superior production process for large-scale industrial production (Li et al., 2022). Williams et al. (2015) reported that cost savings for WAAM-produced parts range from 7% to 69%. However, the reliability of this method for component manufacture requires an understanding of the deposition effects and resulting properties of the printed parts (DebRoy et al., 2018; Gorsse et al., 2017; Motallebi et al., 2022; Peng et al., 2021).

2.2. WAAM Process

WAAM technique is used as a manufacture and repair technique for most industrial components (Lee et al., 2022). This technique employs a traditional welding technology (Shah et al., 2023). WAAM process uses an electric arc to melt the wire (feedstock) that is deposited onto a substrate (Ryan, 2018; Xin et al., 2021). A typical WAAM process is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. a) Robot-controlled WAAM systems b) torch path illustration during manufacturing (Köhler et al., 2019).

Fig. 4. WAAM Basic Principle (Shah et al., 2023).
As mentioned, WAAM process utilises an electric arc as heat source (Fig. 1), which melts wire feedstock and deposits it one layer at a time to produce three-dimensional objects. Different heat sources for WAAM are readily available for application. The heat source includes: gas metal arc welding (GMAW) (Artaza et al., 2019, 2020; Ding et al., 2014; Ivantabernero et al., 2018; Kapil et al., 2019; Karunakaran et al., 2009; Kozamernik & Bra, 2020; Michel et al., 2019; Pradocerqueira et al., 2017; Rodrigues et al., 2021; Roshi et al., 2021; Warsi et al., 2022; Xiong et al., 2019; Yuan, Ding, et al., 2020), tungsten arc welding (GTAW) (Artaza et al., 2020; Negi, Kapil, et al., 2020; Rodrigues et al., 2022; Rodriguez et al., 2018; Somlo & Sziebig, 2019; X. Wang et al., 2020; Yuan, Pan, et al., 2020; W. Zhang et al., 2021; X. Zhang, Wang, et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2021), plasma arc welding (PAW) (Aldalur et al., 2020; Bai et al., 2018; Diourté et al., 2021; Geng et al., 2017; Hassel & Carstensen, 2020; Kapil et al., 2018; Reisch et al., 2020; Unsal et al., 2020; Veiga et al., 2020; J. Wang et al., 2020) and Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) (Ge et al., 2018; W. Zhang et al., 2021) (Marinelli et al., 2019; Ríos et al., 2019) as shown in Fig. 5. Williams et al. (2015) and Y. Liu et al. (2012) found that GTAW techniques produce high-quality welds with enhanced precipitation strengthening and reduced porosity than GMAW for Al5083 welds (Thapliyal, 2019). The close control of the material and heat input offered by GTAW for aluminium alloy deposition makes it a better technique than GMAW. Process control of GMAW can improve deposition rate (Geng et al., 2017). The typical deposition rates for direct energy deposition techniques are 2-4 kg/h (PAW), 1-2 kg/h (GTAW) and 3-4 kg/h (GMAW) according to Ahn (2021). Although GMAW is used widely in WAAM, this technique falls short because of poor arc stability (Li et al., 2022).

These shortcomings resulted in the application of Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) WAAM techniques. The CMT method has low heat input, good arc stability, low spatter and the typical deposition rate ranges in 2-3 kg/h (Y. Li et al., 2022). This method is highly recommended as the main candidate in realising the WAAM deposition and repair. The low heat input causes stable residual stress compared to the other mentioned methods having high heat input (Koli et al., 2023; Raut & Taiwade, 2021). The CMT technique offers a precise control over the creation of porosity, controlled metal deposition, and minimal thermal heat input for WAAM. Hence, high product quality with improved mechanical properties (Selvi et al., 2017). Low heat input during welding causes a lower weld pool temperature and fine grain structure, thus preventing hydrogen from being trapped causing porosity (Thapliyal, 2019).

2.2. Adoption of AM techniques in repair

The adoption of AM techniques is mainly due to capital cost, part size, deposition rate, post-processing requirements, freedom of design, ease to customise and delivery times (Chaturvedi et al., 2021; Saboori et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2018). Leino et al. (2016) pointed out that AM drives the circular economy. This model ensures components maintain their best working condition. For example, parts repair, refurbishment and remanufacturing using DED aims to restore product value during its life cycle (Aparishka & Acherjee, 2023; Leino et al., 2016). This design process requires optimization of process parameters: feed rate, voltage, current, travel speed and inter-pass idle time. Research on material waste minimisation, repair and remanufacturing of functional components has attracted attention (Babu et al., 2015; Najmon et al., 2019; Thapliyal, 2019). DED additive manufacturing can carry out site-specific deposition and repair, according to Svetlizky et al. (2021). This approach implies that instead of replacing the entire component, DED may be used to repair the component by depositing material only where needed (Svetlizky et al., 2021). Corrosion, thermal stress, changing temperature cycles, and collision can all cause component damage (Javaid & Haleem, 2019; Pinkerton, 2010; Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022). Table 1 summarises the application of DED techniques in repairing structural defects.

The DED technique has become a leading technique in the repair and remanufacturing of various functional industrial components such as aerofoil leading edges (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), thin-curved compressor blades (Saboori et al., 2019; Yilmaz et al., 2010), tools and moulds (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022; Ren et al., 2006), turbine blades, as in Fig. 6a (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022; Saboori et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2014), Grey cast iron diesel engine, Fig. 3b (Bennett et al., 2016; Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), BR715 HPT case flange, Fig. 6e (Gasser et al., 2010; Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), Titanium alloy groove wall (Fig. 6d) (Gasser et al., 2010; Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), AM355 steel T700 blisk, Figure 6e (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), titanium blisk, Fig. 6f (Nowotny et al., 2007; Saboori et al., 2019), crankshaft, Fig. 6g (Koehler et al., 2010; Piscopo & Iuliano,
The remanufacturing has addressed the restriction imposed by strict environmental laws. Disposal of industrial component has greatly increased causing environmental pollution. Lee et al. (2022) has simplified the product life cycle as shown in Fig. 7. Laser-based DED-AM has been employed quite often in repairing industrial components (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022; Saboori et al., 2019). This technique has the ability to produce tiny, precise layers with great accuracy (even up to less than one millimetre) but faces great challenge because of its high equipment costs (Gibson et al., 2015b; Saboori et al., 2019). Table 2 shows the application of Laser AM for repair of structural and functional industrial parts. PBF can create complex geometries with high precision and material compatibility. However, the process requires significant pre-processing and post-processing (Rahito et al., 2019). Therefore, other DED processes have emerged for this application. For example, Cold Spray Technology involves spraying metal powder at high velocity onto a substrate. The kinetic energy of the particles causes plastic deformation upon impact. Hence, causing bonding of powder and the substrate. This process is beneficial in repairing components without thermal degradation. However, this process faces challenges in material compatibility and geometrical complexity, therefore limited in some applications (Rahito et al., 2019).

Fig. 6. DED Repaired components: (a) turbine blades (Saboori et al., 2019), (b) Diesel engine (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), (c) BR715 HPT case flange (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), (d) Titanium alloy groove wall (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), (e) AM355 steel T700 blisk (Piscopo & Iuliano, 2022), (f) Titanium blisk (Saboori et al., 2019), (g) Crankshaft (Saboori et al., 2019), (h) Gas turbine Inconel 718 compressor seal (Saboori et al., 2019).

Fig. 7. Product remanufacturing life-cycle (Lee et al., 2022).
Table 1
Repair work using DED-AM (Lee et al., 2022)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DED's suitability for restoring damaged PBF parts</td>
<td>(Oh et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The effectiveness of two slots with different geometric forms (rectangular and trapezoidal) in healing interior fractures influences the mechanical qualities of the restored components.</td>
<td>(Onuike &amp; Bandyopadhyay, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fatigue behaviour following deposition of materials other than those in the substrate</td>
<td>(Sun et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Proposed a concave groove geometry for deposition of bead during repair using WAAM.</td>
<td>(Y. Li et al., 2019a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A shield metal arc welding procedure for generating a hard face was investigated.</td>
<td>(Poonmayom &amp; Kimapong, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Metal powder surface remanufacturing of materials. The residual stress, cracking sensitivity, and mechanical characteristics of ductile iron were determined during a laser remanufacturing process.</td>
<td>(Y. Li et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Determination of self-heating characteristics of stainless-steel specimens repaired by DED during cyclic loading</td>
<td>(Balit et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Repair technique for damaged SUS 630 components using directed energy deposition</td>
<td>(Shim et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hot forging die remanufacturing with the goal of improving performance</td>
<td>(Foster et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Environmental advantages of utilizing AM to remanufacture and repair high-value engineering components</td>
<td>(Wilson et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Microstructure, chemical composition, and mechanical properties of cross slide parts repaired using wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) with a different material from the substrate in machine tool remanufacturing</td>
<td>(Lee et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Effect of step over and torch tilting angle on a repair process using WAAM</td>
<td>(Baffa et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Fatigue strengthening of damaged steel members using wire arc additive manufacturing</td>
<td>(Ghafoori et al., 2023)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WAAM provides a solution for part repair due to its low material usage, high deposition rate, good structural quality and manufacture of large parts (Cunningham et al., 2018; Dinovitzer et al., 2019; Rodrigues et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2016; Zeng et al., 2020). WAAM process is more desirable in product manufacture due to the low cost of metal wire compared to powders (Lee et al., 2022; Rosli et al., 2021). WAAM has been used to repair structural and morphological defects (Lee et al., 2022; Li et al., 2019b; Patel et al., 2021; Senthil et al., 2021). However, the practical application of WAAM parts experiences several limitations caused by distortion and residual stress due to thermal effects during production (Raut & Taiwade, 2021). These defects occur due to process parameters such as energy input, high deposition rate, and large temperature gradient during production (Barath Kumar & Manikandan, 2022; Schroepfer et al., 2017; Wandtke et al., 2023). The focus of recent studies is to redesign the process to mitigate the common defects. Process parameters such as travel speed, wire feed rate, working distance, arc voltage, and deposition strategy directly affect product quality (Koli et al., 2023; Le et al., 2021). Therefore, to improve product quality, process optimisation is paramount for both the manufacturing and repair processes (Kapil et al., 2022).

During repair work, the metallurgy between the substrate and the deposited material also determines final product quality (Dargusch, 2017; Kulkarni et al., 2020; Meiners et al., 2020). The interface between the substrate and deposited material during repair work is prone to defects, which causes failure during operation (Albannai, 2022; Dinovitzer et al., 2019). The interface (substrate/weld metal) suffers from a high-temperature gradient, resulting in a heat-affected zone (HAZ) (Baffa et al., 2022; Deng et al., 2022; G.P. et al., 2017; Lipskas et al., 2019). Studies show that critical damage occurs at the HAZ, causing a catastrophic failure for most industrial components (Eimer et al., 2021; Shojaaei et al., 2020). This failure mechanism is due to microstructure inhomogeneity causing inferior mechanical properties (Caballero et al., 2019). Fig. 8 shows the different microstructure regions of 3D printed components.

Fig. 8. Optical images of HAZ microstructure a) near the interface, and b) near the crack (Deng et al., 2022).

The feasibility and characterisation of repair, refurbishment and remanufacturing WAAM components has been reported in the literature (Campatelli et al., 2021; Vishnukumar et al., 2021). However, repair procedure using WAAM is conspicuously missing in the literature for most materials (Kanishka & Acherjee, 2023; Oh et al., 2019). The most commonly used repair technique is the application of groove defects. This defect is filled layer by layer using WAAM and other AM techniques (Branza et al., 2009). Other studies use different techniques to do repair such as circular truncated cone (Liu et al., 2014), V-shaped groove (Branza et al., 2009), U-shaped grooves (Graf et al., 2012) and concave groove (Li et al., 2019b).
summarises remanufacturing studies using WAAM. Fig. 9 shows the procedure for carrying out repair, refurbishment and remanufacturing of components (Hu et al., 2017).

Table 2. Summary of Laser AM tests in repair, remanufacturing and refurbishment of components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Repair Method</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residual Stress</td>
<td>Laser AM</td>
<td>Steels</td>
<td>Modern aircraft structures</td>
<td>(Sun et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nickel alloys</td>
<td>Gas turbine hot section, turbine blade knife edges, deteriorated steam circuit parts.</td>
<td>(Acharya &amp; Das, 2015; Bi &amp; Gasser, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>Laser AM</td>
<td>Steels</td>
<td>Modern aircraft structures, chemical, maritime and aerospace industries, rail repair and enhancing, reconditioning of crankshafts</td>
<td>(Bi &amp; Gasser, 2011; Clare et al., 2013; Koehler et al., 2010; Oh et al., 2019; Shim et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nickel alloys</td>
<td>High strength, corrosion resistant at high temperatures, gas turbines, rocket engines, and nuclear reactors, machine parts in marine, chemical, and oil extraction industries</td>
<td>(Marenych et al., 2021; Onuike &amp; Bandyopadhyay, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile</td>
<td>Laser AM</td>
<td>Steels</td>
<td>Modern aircraft structures, chemical, maritime and aerospace industries, tools</td>
<td>(Balit et al., 2020; Oh et al., 2019; Shim et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nickel alloys</td>
<td>turbine aerofoils</td>
<td>(Wilson et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microstructure</td>
<td>Laser AM</td>
<td>Steels</td>
<td>Modern aircraft structures, chemical, maritime and aerospace industries, buildings, bridges, rail repair and enhancing</td>
<td>(Balit et al., 2020; Clare et al., 2013; Oh et al., 2019; Shim et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nickel alloys</td>
<td>gas turbines, rocket engines, and nuclear reactors, machine parts in marine, chemical, and oil extraction industries</td>
<td>(Marenych et al., 2021; Onuike &amp; Bandyopadhyay, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>Laser AM</td>
<td>Steels</td>
<td>Modern aircraft structures, buildings, bridges, rail repair and enhancing</td>
<td>(Ghafoori et al., 2023; Lewis et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosion rate/Wear</td>
<td>Laser AM</td>
<td>Steels</td>
<td>rail repair and enhancing</td>
<td>(Lewis et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractography</td>
<td>Laser AM</td>
<td>Steels</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(Shim et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary of remanufacturing of complex geometry using WAAM for different heat source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMAW</td>
<td>Repaired surface defects by combining groove milling, WAAM and finish machining</td>
<td>Fabrication error before machining &lt;0.3mm. Buy to fly ratio of the deposited material - 92.1%. Adaptive control of deposition parameters to the shape of the grooves and the desired properties of the layers requires further research</td>
<td>(Y. Li et al., 2019a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAW (CMT)</td>
<td>Hardfacing of AISI H13 with stellite 21 alloy using CMT</td>
<td>Studied cracking tendency using the microstructure and micro-hardness variation along the depth of HAZ. The dilution levels based on Fe content was lower compared to conventional arc welding deposits</td>
<td>(G.P. et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>Proposed the repair corroded surfaces in AA5052 structures for marine industry using WAAM</td>
<td>WAAM repaired samples had corrosion rates equivalent to wrought parts.</td>
<td>(Vishnukumar et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAW, Simulation</td>
<td>Investigation on the performance of WAAM 5CrNiMo for hot forging die remanufacturing</td>
<td>The results showed that the grain size increased with the height of layers, while the microhardness decreased. No report on other mechanical property of the material.</td>
<td>(Hu et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAW</td>
<td>Application of wire arc additive manufacturing for repair of Monel (Ni-Cu based) alloy components.</td>
<td>Only studied the microhardness in as-welded and annealed + aged condition. As-welded samples had lower hardness values than the annealed + aged sample.</td>
<td>(Marenych et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>WAAM for the fatigue strengthening of damaged steel members</td>
<td>WAAM process was found to introduce compressive residual stresses and can be mitigated by machining the WAAM to a pyramid-like shape. The study did not investigate the effect of different process parameters on the fatigue performance of the repaired specimens.</td>
<td>(Ghafoori et al., 2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTAW</td>
<td>WAAM technology in repair of TC17 titanium alloy, and the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of the repaired specimen</td>
<td>The results show that WAAM technology might be a potential and economical method to repair damaged blade. The research was limited to TC17 alloy and may not be applicable to other materials. Other factors such as corrosion resistance and fatigue properties were not considered as they are critical in the performance of aerospace blades.</td>
<td>(Zhuo et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAW, CMT</td>
<td>The development of a retrofit kit that provides additive capabilities to an existing milling machine, allowing automatic repairing of components</td>
<td>The study investigated the effect of repairing processes on dimensional accuracy, surface finish and mechanical properties such as fatigue strength, ductility, toughness of the repaired components</td>
<td>(Campatelli et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Materials and application

3.1. Titanium alloys

Titanium alloy exhibits superior properties such as high strength-to-weight ratio, low density, and high corrosion resistance. Due to these properties, this alloy has found a wide application in the industry, especially aerospace (Williams et al., 2016; Zhuo et al., 2020), marine (Taek et al., 2014), biomedical applications (Varghese, 2003). WAAM technique has been widely used to repair broken armour vehicles (Lin et al., 2021). This technique has necessitated cost savings since the cost of carrying spare parts and docking for repairs has been too high and risky (Lin et al., 2021; Taşdemir & Nohut, 2020; Ziółkowski & Dyl, 2020). In combat operations, WAAM plays a role in repairing military ships. The technique allows component repair where a fault occurs, unlike carrying timely unnecessary spare parts. Zhuo et al. (2020) reported that CMT-based WAAM technology and ER4043 aluminium filler rejuvenated corroded AA5052 surfaces. This advancement overcomes the corrosion issues that marine-grade aluminium faces. The study focused on microstructure analysis, demonstrating WAAM's promise for corrosion-resistant aluminium repairs (Vishnukumar et al., 2021). However, an analysis of structural strength assessment needs attention. This analysis is critical, especially for the marine industry. There is a need to design a process that combines WAAM approaches with adaptive energy input.

3.2. Aluminium alloys

WAAM process is extensively applicable for manufacturing components using aluminium and its alloys. They have found immense usage in the aerospace (Gierth et al., 2020; Thapliyal, 2019; Zhai & Ma, 2016), marine (Vishnukumar et al., 2021) and automotive (Gierth et al., 2020; Murr et al., 2010; Thapliyal, 2019) industry due to its exceptional properties. The quality of the aluminium includes superior corrosion resistance, low density, high thermal conductivity, and good mechanical properties (Raut & Taiwade, 2021; Wu et al., 2018). Several WAAM techniques applicable to aluminium alloy deposition include GMAW (Gierth et al., 2020; Lakshminarayanan et al., 2009; Zhai & Ma, 2016) and GTAW (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2009). Vishnukumar et al. (2021) reported that CMT-based WAAM technology and ER4043 aluminium filler rejuvenated corroded AA5052 surfaces. This advancement overcomes the corrosion issues that marine-grade aluminium faces. The study focused on microstructure analysis, demonstrating WAAM's promise for corrosion-resistant aluminium repairs (Vishnukumar et al., 2021). However, an analysis of structural strength assessment needs attention. This analysis is critical, especially for the marine industry. There is a need to design a process that combines WAAM approaches with adaptive energy input.
promises to improve aluminium repair efficacy, bridging the gap between restoration and structural integrity (Gierth et al., 2020).

3.3. Nickel-based alloys

Nickel-based superalloys are widely used in aerospace (Urioindo et al., 2015), high-temperature applications (Bewlay et al., 2004), corrosion resistance (in petrochemical) (Lu & Zangari, 2002), and marine sectors due to their exceptional strength, fatigue strength, tensile strength, and oxidation resistance at temperatures exceeding 550°C. Several nickel-based superalloys, such as Inconel 718 (Seow et al., 2019) and Inconel 625 (Tanvir et al., 2020) alloy, have been studied after WAAM processing. Ravi et al. (2020) used the GMAW process to produce the Inconel 625 product, and the specimen revealed a microstructure with some intermetallic phases and a columnar structure. Other techniques, such as PAW (Xu et al., 2013) and GTAW (J. F. Wang et al., 2016) have applications in the WAAM deposition process of nickel-based alloy. Since Ni-based alloys are common in the industry, investigations of Monel alloy and Ni-Cu-based alloys for WAAM repair are ongoing. The study aims to exploit their superior properties for applicability in the chemical, oil, and maritime industries, especially for producing drill collars, valves, and turbines (Marenycz et al., 2021). Marenycz et al. (2021) used a variety of heat treatment processes that were consistent with industry standards (DEF STAN 02-771) to demonstrate repair feasibility while adhering to accepted practices. The study shows that a deposition speed (up to 500 mm/min) caused higher strength and wear resistance for WAAM-produced nickel components. Hassel et al. (2020) reported that deposited materials at 45° to the build direction had higher strength but limited elongation than other build directions. This deposition angle suits the application of the WAAM process during the repair of Nickel components.

3.4. Steel alloys

Steel alloys are widely utilised in most industrial applications such as marine (shipbuilding) (Chandrasekaran et al., 2020; Tomar et al., 2022), automotive (automobile) (Guo & Leu, 2013), gas, construction, tools and moulds (Campatelli et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2017; Yan, 2013). The WAAM process may reduce production costs for all components manufactured, repaired or coated for steel alloys (Haden et al., 2017). For example, Hu et al. (2017) have shown that WAAM can rejuvenate 5CrNiMo hot forging dies and maintain their exceptional properties, such as hardness, high strength and wear resistance during application. Given the limited lifespan of these dies, WAAM has emerged as a popular approach for the critical duty of remanufacturing and repairing them (Hu et al., 2017). Several researches have been reported on the use of WAAM in repair, remanufacturing and refurbishment of complex parts made from steel and its alloys for several applications (Campatelli et al., 2021; Ghafoori et al., 2023; Lee et al., 2022). Hence, this technique forms the basis for the future manufacturing industries.

3.5. Bi-metallic materials

Bimetallic components are formed by fusing two different metals, each chosen for unique properties. The idea is to have a single structure with combined properties (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2022; Squires et al., 2023). The bimetallic additively manufactured structure appears as a potent solution for metal repair when using WAAM in simultaneous or sequential techniques (Ahsan et al., 2020). Researchers have investigated a wide range of bimetallic processes, including low carbon steels to SS316L (Ahsan et al., 2020), steel to nickel alloy (Wu et al., 2020), steel to copper functionally graded materials (Rodrigues et al., 2022), and steel to bronze (L. Liu et al., 2013). The studies intend to create innovative materials that a single material cannot provide. The material should have remarkable mechanical, physical, and thermal resistance capabilities for wide industrial applications. Liu et al. (2013) reported remarkable findings from GMAW deposition of steel (ER70S6) and bronze (SG-CuSi3). Their findings highlight strong metallurgical bonding and flawless adhesion at the interface layer free of defects (Raut & Taiwade, 2021). This study gave insights into the remanufacturing and repair, resulting in more dependable solutions. Bimetallic components, as demonstrated by their widespread use in aerospace (Wu et al., 2018), have the potential to regenerate parts with exceptional accuracy and resilience. WAAM’s accuracy and controlled energy input make it possible to create tightly bonded bimetallic structures with particular properties. WAAM, due to its versatility, is an ideal avenue for repairing bimetallic components, ensuring they have the required qualities across numerous industries.

4. Process parameter Optimisation

WAAM-repaired components' qualities are affected by process parameters, so there is a need to optimise the process parameters. The product quality affected include surface shape, mechanical characteristics, and microstructure uniformity. Process parameters optimization such as feed rate, travel speed, voltage, current, and inter-pass temperature is paramount (I. S. Kim et al., 2003; Montgomery, 2017; S. Srivastava & Garg, 2017; Xia et al., 2021). Li et al. (2022) exhaustively reviewed the effect of different processes on the mechanical properties, bead geometry, surface roughness and microstructure. Several optimisation strategies have been investigated, including Full Factorial design (I. S. Kim et al., 2003), Response Surface Methodology (RSM) (S. Srivastava & Garg, 2017), Taguchi method (Tarnag et al., 2002; Xia et al., 2021), and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Andersen et al., 1990; Di et al., 1999; K. C. Kim & Maev, 2004). The studies show that a preferred technique depends on the specific requirements and constraints of the optimisation. The optimisation techniques used have their advantages and disadvantages. Full-factorial design carefully investigates all conceivable parameter combinations. This technique offers a thorough understanding of the parameter's impacts. However, this optimisation technique is costly and
time-consuming for analysing a range of process parameters (Kim et al., 2003). RSM is handy for simulating intricate interactions between input and output parameters. After establishing an early understanding of the process, RSM can efficiently lead to parameter modifications (S. Srivastava & Garg, 2017). Taguchi's Design of the Experiment is effective at dealing with noisy data and quickly identifying the most influential characteristics and most effective for experiments (Tarng et al., 2002; Xia et al., 2021). ANN can recognise complex nonlinear correlations and patterns in data. They are particularly beneficial when the process is too complex to model using traditional methods (Andersen et al., 1990; Di et al., 1999; K. C. Kim & Maev, 2004). However, there is limited research on the application of these optimisation tools expressly for repairs. Process parameter optimization is critical in repairing. Optimal process parameters ensure resource efficiency, consistency, improved performance, and cost savings, as well as decreasing waste, enhancing repeatability, increasing product quality, and speeding up the production process.

5. Property characterisation of WAAM 3D printed parts

The property-structure analysis of structural components is necessary. This evaluation ensures the improvement of the WAAM printed parts' quality. The component performance analysis during service provides information that is necessary for design. This information on component safety and structural integrity contributes to a platform for later design stages. WAAM printed parts are prone to several challenges, such as residual stress, porosity, and delamination due to heat accumulation during production. Therefore, parts exposed to extreme conditions are affected by these defects that may cause failure. Repairing or remanufacturing components via WAAM necessitates precise quantification and procedural precision. As illustrated, cases where properties remained unquantified before and after deposition may jeopardize the endeavour (Schroepfer et al., 2017). As a result, a variety of methodologies presented by experts, as well as critical tests, merit detailed investigation within this work.

5.1. Residual Stress

The intricate thermal histories that WAAM components accumulate impede their proliferation, resulting in residual stress generation and part distortion (Xia et al., 2021). Residual stress significantly impacts material performance and component lifespan, causing negative consequences. In severe environments, the combination of residual stress and high temperatures or loads can cause fatigue strength to decrease, Stress Corrosion Cracking (SSCC) to occur, and creep cracking resistance to increase (K. C. Kim & Maev, 2004). The evaluation of relative stress is critical because it has practical implications for component serviceability, security, and dependability. This significance links residual stress and a range of engineering errors and disasters (Fairfax & Steinzig, 2016; Radaj, 1990). Residual stresses (RS) are natural stresses enclosed inside an unburdened part at equilibrium. The interaction between these self-balancing stresses and the part performance, especially fatigue resilience, is determined by their amplitude, polarity, and dispersion in the presence of external pressures (Elsheikh et al., 2022). Heat treatment, cold working, machining, and flow localisation due to non-uniform plastic deformation can all cause RS. Thermal RS forms due to uneven thermal cycles during heating or cooling. Notably, the research is more concerned with the tensile nature of deposited layer RS and the compressive nature of substrate RS, which is an important consideration when considering WAAM-based component restoration (Colegrove et al., 2013; S. Srivastava et al., 2021). The overall performance of the components largely depends on RS levels and distributions (Maranhão & Davim, 2012).

![Residual Stress of WAAM deposited TC4 components](Lin et al., 2021).

Fig. 10. Residual stress of WAAM deposited TC4 components (Lin et al., 2021).
The RS investigation employs a variety of methods, including neutron diffraction (GUO et al., 2021; Rossini et al., 2012; Szost et al., 2016), contour method (Martina et al., 2014), hole drilling strain gauge (ASTM, 2008; GUO et al., 2021), and x-ray diffraction (GUO et al., 2021; Pant, 2020; Withers & Bhadeshia, 2001). In non-destructive laboratory assessment, X-ray diffraction stands as a preferred choice due to its exceptional precision (GUO et al., 2021). Hönnige et al. (Hönnige et al., 2018) used the contour approach and neutron diffraction to reveal residual stress intricacies in WAAM-deposited titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). Thermal cycles induced significant tensile strains in the substrate, outshining deposited layers in Fig. 10a (Hönnige et al., 2018). However, stress normalization ran through the layers, ending in compressive stresses.

Fig. 10b depicts post-heat treatment choreographed stress harmony, demonstrating its potential as a solution for refurbished and repaired components, depending on application criteria. This result shows the residual stress distribution in the repair of broken parts across various material grades.

5.2. Microhardness analysis

WAAM produces components with different anisotropic material properties, having lower strength along the construction axis than in other directions. Notably, hardness increases inversely with decreasing grain size along the construction direction (Kapil et al., 2022). During repair efforts, the hardness of the deposited material varies, being lower near the substrate and gradually increasing in the upper layers (Kapil et al., 2022). The Vickers micro-hardness testing machine, which adhered to ASTM E384-17 (ISO/ASTM International, 2017) for standard testing and ASTM E3-11 (ASTM, 1995) for sample preparation, evaluated the hardness of repaired components across 10 - 15 s loading durations (Shim et al., 2021; Shojaati et al., 2020). Campatelli et al. (2021) evaluated the mending efficacy, confirming that the restored component's hardness was comparable to that of the original piece. These tests were carried out on an AISI H13 tool steel mould (Campatelli et al., 2021). Marenych et al. (2021) suggested the potential of cross-sectional temperature gradient heat treatment to standardise features across the component's cross-section following repair. In support of this, the deposition hardness after heat treatment exceeded the value of the as-received component by 22-32% (Marenych et al., 2021). Eimer et al. (2021), focused on diverse substrate aluminium alloys. The micro-hardness distribution revealed that the hardness of the deposited material was consistently measured lower than that of the substrate. Notably, instances arose where this discrepancy was mitigated or eliminated through heat treatment, particularly in cases where the substrate and wire are of the same alloy composition. Figure 11 illustrates the micro-hardness distributions of distinct aluminium alloys before and after heat treatment (Eimer et al., 2021).

5.3. Tensile analysis

The investigations on the TC17 titanium alloy repaired by WAAM by Zhuo showed that the ultimate strength of the interface specimen can reach 88.2% of the substrate material. The elongation was slightly lower than the substrate performed on the tensile testing machine with a maximum load of 50kN at a 1.5 mm/min displacement rate (Zhuo et al., 2020). The study was limited to laboratory-scale experiments, and its feasibility in using WAAM technology to repair aerospace industry blades needs verification through practical applications. The tensile tests on the WAAM of the dissimilar joint (RMD248 and ERNiCr-3) were necessary to test the feasibility of the WAAM repair mechanism of dissimilar materials. The results showed higher ultimate tensile strength and better comprehensive mechanical properties at lower welding speeds (Xia et al., 2021). Reports on the tensile testing of the AM metal repairs using various universal testing machines and the ASTM E8/E8M (ASTM E8, 2010) are available in the literature (Balit et al., 2020; Shim et al., 2021; Shojaati et al., 2020; Zhuo et al., 2020). The tensile characteristics of repaired 3D-printed walls under monotonic tensile testing are discussed by Balit et al. (2020). The printed specimens exhibited anisotropic behaviour. The yield and ultimate tensile strength of specimens loaded along the printing direction outperformed those loaded perpendicular to the printing orientations. The restored specimens' tensile strength lies between the substrate and a fully printed specimen loaded perpendicular to the printed direction (Balit et al., 2020). Therefore, the deposition strategy will ensure that the produced product has homogeneous mechanical properties.

Fig. 11. Hardness profile before and after heat treatment for each aluminium alloy (Eimer et al., 2021).
5.5. Micrographic analysis

Xia et al. (2021) investigated the effect of welding speed on the microstructure of dissimilar joints RMD 248 and ERNiCr-3. This study provides information on component repair, whereby the exact material for damaged material is not readily available. The investigation of the welded area using a scanning electron microscope shows that at lower welding speeds, the microstructure of RMD248 had more retained austenite, while ERNiCr-3, a finer columnar crystal structure at higher welding speeds (Xia et al., 2021). To further support the conclusions, the study should incorporate a range of welding conditions on various materials. For example, strength and homogeneity of mechanical properties are crucial for repairing titanium alloy components using WAAM. Large grains affect the overall performance of WAAM printed parts (Lin et al., 2021).

![Fig. 12. Primary microstructure of WAAM printed titanium components (Lin et al., 2021): (a) Prior β columnar grains, (b) α plates.](image)

![Fig. 13. SEM images of the partially melted zone in the aluminium alloy substrates (a) 2139 and (b) 2050 at low magnification, and the substrate (c) 2139 at higher magnification (Eimer et al., 2021).](image)

Generally, WAAM printed components have a coarse columnar grain microstructure due to successive re-melting and solidification heat cycles (Lin et al., 2021; Rodrigues et al., 2019). The size of prior β columnar grains (Fig. 12a) and α plate thickness (Fig. 12b) are two key bases that indicate the strength and anisotropy of titanium components deposited by WAAM (Carroll et al., 2015). Inter-pass rolling resulted in significant β grain refinement, a reduction in phase lamellae overall thickness, and a change in microstructure from highly columnar to equiaxed grains, thus improving mechanical properties (Martina et al., 2015). Regardless of the substrate alloy or temper employed, liquations occurred at the grain boundaries in the partially melted zone of the aluminium alloy samples, according to Eimer et al. (2021), as shown in Fig. 13. This phenomenon, however, was eliminated in most samples after heat treatment (Eimer et al., 2021). The material characteristics between substrates and deposited layers are crucial in the repair mechanisms of different materials. Zhuo et al. (2020) investigated the microstructure evolution of TC17 titanium alloy repaired by WAAM technology. The microstructure at the interface between the as-deposited and base metal showed that the size of α phases for as-deposits was coarser and longer than the base metal. This phenomenon was caused by a higher content of α stable elements in the as-deposited condition (Zhuo et al., 2020).
Wang et al. (2023) carried out a microstructure and defect evolution on WAAM of AA5356 components noting the properties of deposited layers and that of deposited layers. The investigation showed that the microstructure properties improved by adjusting the deposition angle to 90 degrees. The microporosity increased gradually from 1.23% to 1.75% with an increase in the deposition height (Wang et al., 2023). Techniques to reduce the porosity need further investigation. Microstructure evaluations of AM-repaired components are reported in the literature (Balit et al., 2020; Shim et al., 2021; Shojaati et al., 2020; Zhuo et al., 2020). Balit et al. (2020) investigated the microstructure parameters of 316L stainless steel specimens made or restored using Directed Energy Deposition. The microstructural investigation revealed elongated grains with process factors controlling their sizes, shapes, and preferred orientations. The study also examines the effect of microstructure orientation as affected by the loading direction on dissipative behaviour and micro-crack onset (Balit et al., 2020). The repair of Monel alloy components’ microstructure and cross-sectional analysis revealed columnar grains in the fusion zone, heterogeneous epitaxial grains in the remelted zone, and single-phase FCC grains in base metal (Marenycz et al., 2021). Vishnukumar et al. (2021) investigated the microstructure of WAAM-produced plates using CMT and CMT + Pulse (CMT + P) modes. The microstructure of CMT + P mode revealed fine equiaxed dendrites. WAAM-treated samples corroded at a rate equivalent to wrought counterparts (Vishnukumar et al., 2021). The microstructure of the restored component (Fig. 14a) changes drastically from the substrate to the outer deposited layer. A columnar structure is visible in the interfacial bonding area (Fig. 14b) due to rapid cooling, which is common in additive manufacturing. As the structure progresses to the middle layers (Fig. 14c), it becomes dendritic with interdendritic eutectics due to slower solidification. The outermost layers (Fig. 14d), which experienced slower cooling, had an equiaxed structure with fewer dendrites (Zhang, Cui, et al., 2019). Table 4 shows some of the characterisation techniques researchers use to evaluate the properties of WAAM-repaired components for various materials used for industrial applications.

Fig. 14. (a) Repaired component and Optical images (b) the interface, (c) the middle layers, (d) the top layers (X. Zhang, Cui, et al., 2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Property analysed</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>Mild steel S355J2 + N substrate, ER70S-6 filler wire</td>
<td>Residual stress, microstructure, Surface strain, Fractography</td>
<td>buildings, bridges</td>
<td>(Ghafoori et al., 2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIG, CMT</td>
<td>Grey cast iron ISO 185/JL/250 substrate A5.14 ERNi-1 filler wire</td>
<td>Hardness, microstructure, bead geometry</td>
<td>rail repair and enhancing</td>
<td>(Lee et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAW</td>
<td>X20Cr13 steel substrate, ER 410NiMo filler wire</td>
<td>Hardness, tensile, impact toughness</td>
<td>manufacturing gas turbines</td>
<td>(Shojaati et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>AISI H13 steel substrate</td>
<td>Hardness, microstructure</td>
<td>die casting moulds,</td>
<td>(Campatelli et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAW</td>
<td>Nickel (Monel) alloy</td>
<td>Harness, microstructure</td>
<td>marine, chemical, and oil extraction industries</td>
<td>(Marenycz et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTAW</td>
<td>Titanium (TC17 plate- TC11 filler wire) alloys</td>
<td>Tensile, microstructure</td>
<td>compressor blades and blisk in the aerospace industry</td>
<td>(Zhuo et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>Steels</td>
<td>Microstructure, bead geometry</td>
<td>impellers, turbine blades, and machine tools, moulds,</td>
<td>(Baffa et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>Aluminium alloys; AA5052 substrate, ER4043 filler wire</td>
<td>Microstructure, Corrosion rate/ Wear</td>
<td>marine applications where it is exposed to seawater regularly</td>
<td>(Vishnukumar et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAW</td>
<td>Steels Q235 substrate, H08Mn2Si filler wire</td>
<td>Bead geometry</td>
<td>impellers, turbine blades, and machine tools, moulds</td>
<td>(Y. Li et al., 2019b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>Mild steel substrate, Stainless Steel 304 filler wire</td>
<td>Bead geometry</td>
<td>*****</td>
<td>(Sarathchandra et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusions and future directions

WAAM process has provided a tool for agile manufacturing for future industrial production of structural and functional components. The reliability of this technique is due to its versatile application in the production and remanufacturing of complex shapes. This method has a high deposition rate and low geometrical restraints. Hence, the method is suitable for manufacturing and repairing large-scale components. The review article reports a comprehensive review of the feasibility of the WAAM process in the remanufacturing process of structural and functional parts. The main aspects of this review and future directions are as follows:

1. There is a need for tool path optimisation during repair, remanufacture and refurbishment of components using WAAM. Optimised tool path will ensure better dimensional accuracy, thus minimising post-processing.

2. There is a need to integrate an adaptive parameter control system into Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM). This system will allow manufacturing components with distinct properties for each layer and per-distance basis from the central position. This method matches properties to the operational requirements of the manufactured product. The control system will transform repair potential using the WAAM process by allowing the modification of components to suit a particular application, thus improving the product life and performance.

3. The applicability of WAAM in the manufacturing or repairing of wide-material systems is of great concern. This information is necessary to understand the response of different materials during deposition, hence determining compatibility and detecting potential problems during the WAAM process.

4. In-depth microstructural studies could provide insights into the metallurgical changes occurring during the WAAM process. The study will provide information on grain growth, phase transitions, and potential flaw formation during manufacturing. Hence, evaluating the effect of process parameters on the overall performance of the component repaired using WAAM is paramount.

5. Hybrid manufacturing technologies, such as WAAM and traditional machining processes or other additive manufacturing techniques, have the potential to provide creative solutions for repairs and remanufacturing challenges.

6. Feasibility of WAAM components Concentrating on real-world industrial applications, such as aerospace, automotive, or energy, could validate the feasibility, cost-effectiveness, and efficacy of WAAM repairs in real-world circumstances.

7. Standard procedures and recommendations for WAAM repair techniques urgently need to be developed to guide future industrial production processes.
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